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Guardian Credit Union Implements VSoft’s ASP Platform
For Check 21, Image Processing Capabilities
ATLANTA, June 28, 2010 – VSoft Corporation, a global information and technology provider
of process improvement solutions for financial institutions, announced today that $280 million

Guardian Credit Union selected its ASP platform, VServe, to handle branch item capture,
image exchange and research/archiving of its images.
Prior to this, Guardian, the largest credit union headquartered in Milwaukee county, was
creating and delivering costly paper cash letters for clearing and settlement. With VServe, the
credit union has now eliminated paper cash letters and their associated daily courier runs and
improved collection times.
Guardian executives cited VSoft’s complete spectrum of imaging services as a strong factor in
their decision. The credit union plans to add a series of remote deposit capture solutions to
further reduce costs and maximize efficiencies, including home office, ATM and merchant
capture. Additional benefits the credit union realized include; increased functionality for its
branch tellers; the ability to capture, key, balance and handle reject/repair items with ease; and
duplicate detection technology.
“The advantages of migrating to a Check 21 solution were clear,” explained Dean Lampe, vice
president of operations at Guardian. “With VSoft we have experienced immediate gains and
have the added value of doing business with a single–source provider that can support us well
into the future.”

“It is our goal at VSoft to provide the service and delivery channels that enable credit unions like
Guardian to reduce cost and maximize efficiency according to its individual business strategy,”
said Murthy Veeraghanta, chairman and managing director, VSoft Corporation. “Furthermore,
we are committed to being a trusted partner as the credit union continues to expand its payment
services. Guardian provides an excellent example of a successful financial institution: one that
is maximizing its processes for an immediate gain with aggressive improvements planned for
the future.”

About VSoft Corporation
Established in 1996, VSoft Corporation is a global provider of financial technology solutions that
improve service, reduce cost and maximize efficiency. Its broad image-based solutions include
distributed deposit and payment capture across all points of presentment, back office check
processing, image exchange, document management, and remittance and lockbox operations.
Customers include banks, credit unions, savings institutions, transaction processors,
governments, utilities, telecommunications and retail organizations. VSoft’s proven products and
services ensure versatile and rapid delivery of solutions to mission-critical needs. Included in the
2007, 2008 and 2009 Inc. 5000, the 2008 and 2009 Software 500, and recognized as a Top 10
Fastest Growing Company in Atlanta in 2008, VSoft’s solutions are used by more than 1,900
financial institutions worldwide. For more information call 770.225.7692 or visit
www.vsoftcorp.com.
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Editor's Note: The correct usage of the company name, VSoft Corporation, is either referring to
it as VSoft Corporation or VSoft, with both the "V" and the "S" capitalized.

